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1.7 Structure plan–
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1.8 Planning and
delivering Kibble Park

Open space testing

Logic – Kibble Park

Kibble Park is the civic heart of Gosford city.
It has been conceived as a protected, open and
flexible green space for community life.
The new park is bordered with shade trees and
pedestrian friendly edges which encourage
people to slow down and spend time in the park
as part of their visit to Gosford.
Well planted edges will allow the park to retain
its sense of protection and tranquillity even as key
sites that surround the park are developed.
Kibble Park becomes the green open space
which pulls a range of community focussed
uses together. The existing library becomes a
community space with exhibition space, meeting
space and amenities for the park.
The new library will be an important community
hub for all ages, while Mortimer Lane becomes a
flexible community space with active frontages
linking the library to the park and William Street
Plaza through to Mann Street.
An improved play space and other community
functions are around the active edges of the open
green space.
The cafe is retained and linked by a plaza
adjacent to the new library.
The heavy traffic of Henry Parry Drive is shielded
from the park by further tree planting along this
edge.
Around the park, there will be a diverse collection
of services, retail and commercial spaces. Shops
are encouraged to open to this vibrant new
frontage.
The park will become a centre for community,
throughout the week and for major civic events and
functions which bring the community together.
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1.

A new active laneway linking Watt Street to the
park, and allows for service lane and parking access
from Erina Street East to Bonython Tower and other
commercial tenancies. This limits the traffic and
trucks requiring access along Mortimer Lane.

2.

The main civic heart of the city is also supported
by Government services and the courts.
Consideration should be given to complementary
support services like childcare, youth services,
education, creative spaces, community services,
A grade office spaces, conference facilities or
hotel accommodation.
A through site link and pedestrian crossing
should be made between TAFE and the new
library, into the park.

3.

The courts have limited potential to expand in
their current location. If they require more space
in the future they should remain in the city core,
ideally co-located with the police station.

4.

The fine grain of buildings along Mann Street
add diversity to the built form and tenancies.
Investment in this strip could be encouraged by
reducing parking requirements.

5.

Laneways provide another unique urban typology
in the city. Many cities have upgraded their
laneway structures to create more interesting,
vibrant places.
Upgrade of entry to Baker Street car park on Erina
Street East to improve pedestrian access to CBD/
station & smaller scale public space. Potential
access to station and additional pedestrian
crossing at railway lines.

6.

Full length of Watt Street with improved
pedestrian amenity covering all of Watt Street.

7.

Next steps
There are a number of important
private and public development sites
around Kibble Park that should be
considered in relation to the street
and park system. An integrated
approach between public and private
will be key to establishing a great
public domain for Gosford.
A public domain integration master plan should be
developed, in collaboration with the key stakeholders
including surrounding land owners.
A detailed master plan should resolve:
——character of a flexible open civic space on William
Street Plaza
——how commercial buildings on William Street Plaza
can engage with the new civic space, including
landmark building on corner of Mann Street
——location of amenities to service the park,
particularly on weekends and out of business hours
when the shopping centre may be closed
——laneway and truck access to commercial
developments
——drop off points for buses or mobility limited people
——connection and integrated design with the new
library
——consultation with the public on the future public
uses of the old library
——options for improved pedestrian crossings of
Donnison Street to the new library and Henry Parry
Drive.

Process and staging
Work on the park and adjacent
road systems should start in the
short term and not be dependent
on development. This protects the
civic heart while development and
building work is underway around
the park.
This could be coordinated with opportunities for
water harvesting to maximise the potential for water
recycling and reduce the impact of storm water run off.
Consideration should be given to providing the retail
and supermarket offering while construction of any
new development on Imperial Shopping Centre site
is underway. Losing the supermarket could have
significant short term impacts on local businesses
and the viability of the regional capital as it is a key
attractor in the centre.
Planting the new boulevards along Donnison and Mann
Street will have an immediate and important effect on
the visual and environmental character of the city. This
could be done independently and in advance of other
projects.

Kibble Park and its surrounding network of lanes and
streets connect the key civic buildings of the future
city. A civic public domain is required, with a focus
on bringing community together both in event mode
and in incidental ways throughout the year. It needs to
function as an attractive place to be enjoyed as part of
everyday visits.
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1.9 Precedents
and character

WATT S
T

The following precedents create
a visual story board of public
domain improvements, built form
opportunities, and diverse uses that
could be considered for Kibble Park.
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A public domain that caters for a wide variety of uses
Image: Spruce Street Harbour Park, Philadelphia. Photo by Art Star Gallery and Boutique. Accessed:
https://www.uwishunu.com/2015/05/art-star-pop-market-and-punk-rock-flea-market-to-set-up-shopevery-weekend-this-summer-at-spruce-street-harbor-park/

1. Provide large open green space framed by trees

and active edges that can be used for a range of
activities. Scattered urban furniture can provide
further flexibility.

2. Improve street edge condition to encourage and

strengthen ‘green room’, while providing visual/
acoustic buffer to vehicular traffic.

3.

Image: Landschaftpark2

Image: Harvard Yard placemaking started with moveable chairs. Photo by PPS.
Accessed: https://commonspaces.harvard.edu

5.

A shared lane has the potential to link the fine
grain of Mann Street and the tree lined edge of
the park.
Image: Maitland Main Street by McGregor Coxall. Image by Simon Wood.
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Encourage diverse use of edge activities such as
lunchtime performances. Provision of utilities
can provide storage for event equipment and
encourage activation.

4. Provide a range of seating options to cater for

all users.

Image: Sovereign Square, Leeds UK by re-form landscape architecture limited.
Photos by Simon Vine. Accessed: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2017/09/
sovereign-square-by-re-form-landscape-architecture/

Image: The Newport by Merivale. Accessed: https://merivale.com/venues/thenewport

6. An activated Eat Street connecting Watt Street

and Kibble Park to encourage night time usage.
Image: Spice Alley Kensington Street Sydney. Accessed: https://www.hiddencitysecrets.com.
au/sydney/spice-alley-restaurant-chippendale-restaurants-sydney/

7.

Coordinated Events can link surrounding
community facilities such as TAFE and regional
food festivals.
Image: Lizard Log Park Event Space, Western Sydney Parklands by CHROFI.

8. Consider opportunities for waterplay around the

edges. Consideration should be given to allow
spaces to be converted when in event mode.

Image: Jeppe Hein “Appearing Rooms”, London. Photo: Jon Spence, courtesy König Galerie,
Berlin, and 303 Gallery, New York. Accessed: https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/27/arts/
design/brooklyn-bridge-park-to-display-danish-artist.html
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City North location: The City North
area includes the expanded Gosford
hospital site, the schools west of the
station, Burns Park and the station
precinct. This latter area comprises
the crossing of the railway line and
includes the eastern side of the
station to Mann Street.

2.1 An area of
opportunity for Gosford

The hospital is a major investment in
the future of Gosford. By connecting
the hospital to a reimagined
rail corridor and main street, its
potential is expanded to start a new
generation of innovation, allied
health and education in the northern
end of Gosford.

The hospital is an important investment that will
promote the growth of allied health services in the
surrounding area, including fitness and rehabilitation
facilities, scanning services, medical consultation
rooms and accommodation for key hospital staff and
doctors. It is important to strengthen the connectivity
between the hospital development and the city across
the rail corridor, to connect the investment with an
area of potential growth in the City North.

The focus on this area is to provide
a gateway precinct with pedestrian
connections, improved walkability
and an attractive public domain.
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City North has the potential
to support a diverse range of
development and housing.

The station is a major transport
interchange in the region.

Gosford Station is an important transport interchange
for the Central Coast, with express train services to
Sydney and Newcastle and regional bus services. It
carries over 4000 commuters a day from the region to
Sydney, with over 22 million trips a year. The station is
used by a large wider population through significant
commuter parking, with the potential for improved
active transport links.
There are station upgrades planned for the new intercity
fleet of trains due to arrive 2019, including platform
extensions and improved wayfinding. With regional
importance, the interchange, station and rail corridor
will require further investment and upgrades to improve
access and connectivity through the city, and between
the station, buses, and commuter parking.

The urban grain of City North has diverse lot sizes and
land holdings which can facilitate a broad range of
development in type and scale to occur in this area. Like
many other precincts at the edge of the city core, City
North can build upon the fringe character which allows
it to evolve in ways that is different to the centre of the
city. The diversity is its strength, providing opportunity
for a rich mix of use and investment to occur.
The area can also support the growth of a range of
housing types suited to an increase in population
generally and more specifically to the health sector
workforce. The potential growth of student housing,
as well as new models of aged living can bring a
diverse population to the City North area.

Existing assets provide opportunity
and current developments offer
momentum for the revitalisation of
the area.

City North can build on existing education assets by
investigating the potential for an expansion of TAFE,
and increased university presence associated with
the hospital, and further development of the Central
Coast Medical School.
City North includes two high schools and a primary
school, and has the potential to accommodate
additional TAFE facilities. The potential for a university
presence in Gosford should be explored, particularly
in association with the health facilities. This would be
a critical addition to the regional capital, and develop
a co-location of uses that can support an expansion in
research and innovation industries in Gosford.
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The City North has the opportunity
to connect its surrounding population
and growing health and education
uses to the Mann Street ‘spine’ and
into the civic heart of the city, setting
up a framework for synergies and
investment in the area. The east west
connections also link the recreational
and natural assets of Gosford.
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Open space – option 1

Artist’s Impression: City North reimagined rail corridor.
A new public space between Mann Street, the railway line and the hospital.
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Artist Impression: Possible design
scenario City North – Looking North
along Mann Street and Watt Street.
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2.2 Make the most of
the hospital investment
to revitalise the city

Hospital car park

Hospital

Opportunity Area

Possible integrated
interchange development

Gateway Site

Station
Approved DA Dotted

1. C
 onnect the hospital with the city.

The investment in the Gosford hospital development
can be connected into an area that has the potential for
growth to enable Gosford to promote the co-location
of a range of associated uses. In the first instance this
should focus on improved pedestrian links across the
area, in advance of longer-term options to provide
new connections across the railway line. The area
must provide active movement connections to the
city and to the surrounding natural assets.

2. Varied built form and public space.

	
There is potential to create attractive environments
for pedestrians and to bring people together. Planning
controls should encourage a diversity of building
types and styles, a mix of scales of open spaces and
active edges. Built spaces that enable people to
converge during and after work hours are key, such
as cafés, meeting places and a night time economy
to support a safe public domain.

3. A
 ttract the right mix of people,
uses and housing types.

An innovation district should have a diversity of uses
and foster diversity of development types and scales
to attract and retain a range of businesses, residents
and visitors. The city could target key partnerships,
such as higher education or research institutions
to locate in the area. They could identify emerging
local companies, or offer residencies to innovative
businesses. Business incubators, flexible working
spaces, low cost shared spaces and event spaces
should be investigated.

	By providing a range of housing types and tenures,
a diverse population could be attracted and
accommodated to the area including students,
workers in key growth sectors including health and
aged care, and people wanting a city centre lifestyle.

4. T
 he city becomes an innovation
district.

The city should promote a clear vision of an innovation
district, establishing an identity for the district as a
distinct place. Places, programmes and events in a
vibrant public realm bring people together, as the city
shifts from a ‘service provider’ to a place ‘to be’.
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Burns Park

Etna Street
Bridge

Approved DA

City North has the opportunity to support a diverse
range of housing types, as well as a range of service
industries, attracted by this co-location of uses. The city
can investigate attracting educational institutions, as
well as business incubators and flexible working spaces.
City North has a diverse range of building types
and lot sizes which offers huge adaptive potential
and flexibility. Connecting the large investment of
the hospital over the rail corridor into the city offers
potential for a range of developments, from reuse to
redevelopment, large education footprints, to smaller
shared workspaces and service functions. The area
can support the development of a rich ecosystem
over time, to create an place with a distinct identity
in Gosford.
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The Greater Sydney Regional Plan 2017 defines an
Innovation precinct as a: “transit accessible precinct
with an active ecosystem that includes health and
education assets, surrounded by a network of medical
research institutions, a mix of complementary industry
tenants, housing, ancillary facilities and services.
Economic productivity is created by the agglomeration
benefits flowing from an active innovation ecosystem.”
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Please note specific sites
shown are indicative only.

Education

The investment in the hospital is
sufficiently large to promote the
growth of associated allied health
uses in the surrounding area. With
the existing co-location of health and
education facilities, including North
Gosford Private Hospital and Central
Coast Medical School, City North has
the key ingredients which the Greater
Sydney Commission identify as the
basis for innovation districts.
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A illustration of
how a health and
education innovation
opportunities could
develop within the
City North precinct.
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2.3 Health and
education uses can
form the basis for an
innovation district
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Pathway to Maturity for Innovation from
the Greater Sydney Regional Plan.
Source: Deloitte 2016
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2.4 Four challenges

1.

The rail corridor forms a significant
barrier through the city, restricting
physical, economic and social
connections between places on
either side of the railway line in the
City North.

Image: James Worrall
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2.

The station lacks the quality and
amenity expected of a regional
capital and a significant transport
interchange.

Image: Salty Dingo

3.

The hospital is an inward focused
facility which does not connect
well with its surrounding public
domain or the city. It is separated
from Mann Street and the civic heart
by the railway corridor and steep
topography.

Image: Salty Dingo

4.

The poor public domain contributes
to a lack of connectivity between
health and education facilities and
the civic heart of the city. The streets
have a lack of trees and active street
frontages, and no public spaces.
Walkability is typically poor.

Image: Salty Dingo

2.5 Four opportunities

1.

Investment in the hospital will
promote the growth of allied services
in the area and potentially attract
health workers to live in the city centre.
Opportunities exist to provide better
walkability and pedestrian connectivity
to a make it easier to work and use the
services in the city centre.

Image: Salty Dingo
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2.

City North is surrounded by a
system of open spaces, regional
natural and recreational assets that
add to the attractiveness of the
northern city centre and surrounds
as a place to live, work, invest,
and visit.

Image: Bravo Drones

3.

The varied lot size and diversity of
built fabric, offers the opportunity
for a rich mix of use, scale and
investment to occur.

Image: Nightingale Project by Breathe Architecture

4.

City North is an area of opportunity
for Gosford, offering a place for
the city to grow. It has a character
defined by existing light industrial
uses and the rail corridor to draw
on, to form a place with a distinct
identity in the city.

Image: Salty Dingo
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1.
Improve pedestrian connections

Existing

The following design principles
outline the key moves for
City North, which can enable
investment in this part of the city.

across the rail corridor
GOSFORD HIGH
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GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL

RD
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On the following pages these principles are
investigated in more detail, suggesting a range of
opportunities and potential projects to consider.
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The existing lot and building size of City North to
the east of the railway line, is varied and sits within
a walkable street grid. Smaller lot sizes and multiple
owners constrain easy amalgamation of sites into
super lots, therefore the potential exists to promote a
more organic, varied and finer scale of redevelopment
in this area.
This area is in close proximity to a station and
commercial centre, offering an area of potential with
diversity and flexibility for the city to grow.
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2.6 Design principles
for City North
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Observation:

The hospital development is a large investment in
Gosford which will bring large numbers of people
into the area, and drive the growth of related allied
health services, but it is not well connected across the
railway into the civic heart of the city.

Principle:

Connect investment into the high potential of
City North with a range of short, medium and longterm projects
1.	Improve the existing connections at Etna Street
prioritising pedestrian, cyclist and emergency
vehicles and reduce traffic on sections of Racecourse
Road prioritising ‘destination’ related traffic
2.	Investigate options for a new pedestrian crossing
from the hospital to Beane Street in the east
3.	Investigate options for an addition crossing of the
railway at Erina Street linked to the extension of the
platforms and a potential new station entry point.
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and tree canopy

3.
Provide a new public space

4.
Promote a diversity of built form
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5.
Celebrate glimpsed views
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2.
Improve pedestrian environment
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Observation:

Observation:

Observation:

Observation:

The varied grain of the built fabric and the robust
street grid offers a range of opportunities for
refurbishment, adaptive re-use and new buildings.

Glimpsed views of Presidents Hill, Rumbalara
Reserve and Brisbane waters connect the area with
the wider landscape.

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

The poor pedestrian environment of City North
impacts the connectivity of the surrounding uses with
the civic heart of the city and the ability to support
innovation related activities including health and
education.

1. 	Establish Mann Street as a strong green spine
through the city, connecting the distinct areas along
its length.
2. 	Improve pedestrian amenity along Showground
Road, Etna Street and Faunce Street to connect the
schools and hospitals into the station and centre of
Gosford
3.	Connect City North with the surrounding green
spaces in a wider active transport network
4.	Investigate opportunities to widen footpaths
and create active transport links on Mann Street
and Showground Road. Also consider improved
footpaths and active transport across Etna Bridge.

Gosford Urban Design Framework

There is a lack of public open space

1.	Provide a public open space for the City North area
2.	Investigate a location for public open space that
can bring the east and west of the city together, as
well as connect to the Civic Heart.
3.	Consider that it has a unique and authentic identity
based on the character of City North.
4.	Provide a variety of soft and hard spaces for
people to meet, enjoy a lunch break and engage
as a community.
5. Ensure the space has good solar access.

1.	The opportunity for a diversity of building types and
scales of spaces should be encouraged, to create
a varied grain and pedestrian scale environment
along Mann Street.
2.	Retain existing trees and plant new ones.
3. Encourage through site links and porous built form.

1.	Views to key landmarks should be celebrated at
the station, the arrival to the city. Careful redesign
of Burns Park, the Gateway Centre site, and any
future station redesign, could create a glimpsed
view of Rumbalara Reserve from the station. The
concourse should consider water views whilst any
other opportunities to view Presidents Hill from the
station and its surrounds should be explored.
2.	Views to key landmarks should be considered from
existing and new public vantage points and be a
consideration in new or changes to built form.

6. Provide trees and greener places.
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2.7 Connections,
movement and
access options
The following opportunities
for improved movement and
accessibility have been considered
for City North, which together could
form a connected community and
public domain. These options are
listed from the north moving towards
the south.
The following opportunities
for improved movement and
accessibility should be considered
and tested further as part of the joint
Access and Movement Strategy,
parking and traffic studies.

1.
Etna Street bridge upgrade
Investigate options for improved priority access for the
ambulance to and from the hospital. This is a critical
functional challenge for the hospital.
Investigate improved active transport connections for
pedestrians and cyclists, particularly for students and
hospital workers to connect to Mann Street in the east.
Consider options for traffic congestion reduction for the
Etna Street/ Racecourse Road and Showground Road
intersection.
Consider parking options in the Showground and
nearby sites with shuttle bus access to the hospital and
station to help reduce traffic congestion.
Consider the heritage value of Etna Bridge in any
proposed changes.

2.
Hospital pedestrian bridge
Investigate options for a pedestrian and active
transport bridge from the main concourse of the
Hospital at Holden Street, over the new hospital car
park and railway corridor to Mann Street. The link
could align with the street grid at Beane Street. This is
roughly half way between Etna Bridge and the station
and possibly form part of the development of a mixed
use transport interchange.
This clear pedestrian route and sight line could offer the
greatest potential to draw the staff and patients of the
hospital across the rail corridor to activate Mann Street.
Consider landing the bridge in an improved public
domain and improved Mann Street.

3.
Active movement network
Connect City North with the surrounding green spaces
along green corridors such as Faunce Street, which
connects the northern edge of Presidents Hill with
Rumbalara Reserve.

4.
Gosford Station upgrade
Consider the station as an important civic link for
the east and west of the city, used daily by the wider
community, not just station users.
Encourage direct access to platforms to release
capacity on the concourse.
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5.
Consider a southern rail platform

entry/exit with the required platform
extensions for the InterCity Fleet trains
With the station platform extensions proposed to be
towards the south this provides an opportunity to
consider a southern platform entry and exit aligned
with Erina Street East.
This could be a new rail crossing that links the
State Commuter Parking station and Mann Street,
encouraging commuters to have easy access to the
station, and the commercial, retail and food and
beverage options on Mann Street. It also has close
connections to Kibble Park.
Consider whether some pedestrianisation of Erina
Street East between Mann Street and the rail corridor
could create a new public domain for pedestrians to
land into, activated with commercial opportunities.
It could also link to Baker Street Car Park and an
improved laneway pedestrian environment.

6.
Active transport loop around
the rail corridor

Consider an active transport loop that could connect
Mann Street, Showground Road, Etna Bridge and the
Station (at either entry).
Consider the potential of this loop (approx 1.25km)
to make a pedestrian focused core for the City North
for the students, hospital workers, commuters and
wider community.
Consider potential links to Presidents Hills, Kibble
Park, Rumbalara Reserve and the Waterfront.
Consider a unique identity for the loop that expresses
the active and healthy lifestyles of the Central Coast.

7.
Improve north south links along

Showground Road, Mann Street and
within the station precinct
As discussed in the public domain suggestions,
consider improved accessibility, active transport
connections and wider footpaths to Mann Street and
Showground Road.
The east of the station including Baker Lane and the
bus interchange could be an improved pedestrian zone
with links to Mann Street. The secondary laneway
character with active frontages from surrounding
buildings could be a unique environment in the city.

Image (top and bottom): Salty Dingo. (centre): Bourke Street Cycleway, City of Sydney

Connections, movement
and access options
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2.8 Public domain
investigations

1.
Public open space:

City North is lacking public open
space that offers relief, green
infrastructure and a public identity
to the north. The following ideas for
the City North public domain were
considered:

Improve pedestrian amenity and accessibility across
and into the city north from surrounding areas and
create places that will attract people.

option 1 – rail corridor

Investigate the potential for a public space that links
Mann Street and the hospital on the land between the
rail corridor and Mann Street.
This option could connect the public on Mann Street,
the hospital staff, the school students who walk past
this area, and station users.
This option could build on the authentic rail character.
It could be a public domain integrated with a fine grain of
private, commercial and public buildings that offer spaces
for industry, food and beverage and community uses.

2.
Potential open space:

option 2 – Beane Street
This option explores the potential for public open
space to be created on some of the government owned
land at the junction of Mann Street and Beane Street.
Provision of this space could activate Mann Street, be
connected to the hospital and delivered in-conjunction
with a new development of this land.

3.
Burns Park upgrade
Explore an upgraded park that offers improved sight
lines to Mann Street, passive surveillance, increased
accessibility, improved appearance and safety. It
should function as the civic entrance to the city for
people arriving by train.
The station upgrades should include improving direct
access from platform one to the city centre at both
the current station location and a second potential
entrance at Erina Street.
A station master plan should consider additional
entrances in the context of potential for
redevelopment of the interchange site to include
improved facilities for passengers.
If the station master plan allows, the park upgrade
could consider a broader rethink of the eastern station
entrance including the bus and taxi interchange.
Pedestrian access from the station, through Burns Park to
Mann Street should be a priority. Consider opportunities
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relocating the road access for cars and buses to an
interchange north of the station exit and entrance.
Reconsider landscape design of Burns Park to create
clear sight lines to Mann Street. Design of the
future Gateway Centre should allow for glimpses of
Rumbalara from the station exit. These glimpses of
the ridge line and sight lines to the main street are
an important way of finding opportunities that help
people orient themselves in the city.

4.
Investigate the potential widening

of Mann Street footpaths and public
domain
Mann Street in City North has narrow pedestrian
footpaths and limited street trees. An improved public
domain could include street trees, wider footpaths,
improved lighting, wayfinding and active building
frontages.
Mann Street would be preferred walking route for
school students, helping to activate the main street,
and potentially encourage new commercial and retail
opportunities (which would be limited on Showground
Road due to the hospital).
In order to allow for a widened active transport
connection to the station and street tree planting, the
building setbacks could increase. The western side of
Mann Street has the greatest opportunities to allow for
this, with fewer land owners.

7.
Hospital pedestrian bridge
Strengthen connection between hospital and CBD/
Civic heart. Further investigation is required to identify
options for a suitable location for a new pedestrian
bridge over the railway corridor and explore
active edges around the built form of surrounding
development.

8.
Active movement network
Connect City North with the surrounding green spaces
in the wider active transport network.

9.
Gosford Station upgrade
Investigate station upgrade and options as part of a
wider master plan to take in bus interchanges, Burns
Park and surrounding public domain – refer to master
plan considerations.

10.
South rail entry/exit

5.
Investigate the potential widening

Consider southern rail entry and new rail crossing
including required platform extensions.

In order to provide wider and safer footpaths between
the schools, hospital and station, tree planting,
Showground Road should be considered as part of a
wider upgrade of the public domain.

The opportunity for a diversity of building types
and scales of spaces should be encouraged, to create
a varied diversity of building sizes and types and a
pedestrian scale environment along Mann Street.
Explore retaining existing trees to help define a porous
built form.

of Showground Road footpaths and
public domain

The western side of the road has limitations for widening
paths with more land owners and the hospital parking
station under construction. The eastern side of the street
has land between Showground Road and the rail
corridor with fewer private owners between the station
and Etna Street and the high school. This land should be
explored for an improved pedestrian environment.

6.
Etna Street Bridge Upgrade
Improve connection across Etna Street bridge.
Prioritise pedestrian, bicycle and emergency vehicles.

11.
Diverse building types

12.
Public development opportunities
Explore public land use in City North for further
catalyst projects and their relationship and proximity
to key East/West connections on the Beane Street
alignment. Potential for public open space facing Mann
Street.

City North
possible scenario
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Mann Street

Investigate location of a new public
space adjacent to Mann Street.
Mann Street is the primary spine that
connects different areas of the city
along its length. It provides clear way
finding and an organisational line to
the city.
Mann street is the common thread that links the Civic
Heart, City North and City South.
As a high street, it offers a historically important civic
quality to the city. It has a fine grain streetscape that
is human scale, offering diversity of shop-fronts and
reflecting the city’s history as a regional centre.
For City North, there are few connections back to
Mann Street. The civic quality reduces as footpaths
narrow and retail fine grain in replaces by larger car
showrooms and light industrial.
The aim of this place is to draw the civic quality of
Mann Street up to the station area, and moving north
to consider a new type of unique public domain.
This new public domain should be accessible, public,
green and active. Its position should be adjoining one
of the key railway corridor crossings.
This public space should be unique, helping to form a
new identity for City North. A good open space can
focus investment, provide spaces for the community.
It could include create collaboration spaces, research
spaces for health and education, opportunities for
industry, business and services, and more options for
food and beverage.

Image: Library Service
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2.9 Hospital
improvement options
The area around the hospital
and the station are priorities for
public domain and accessibility
improvements. These upgrades could
link the city centre, station, schools
and recreational facilities.

Observations:

Pedestrian access to the hospital is often along narrow
footpaths of residential streets and busy roads.
The steep topography and heavy traffic of
Showground Road combined with disconnected
footpaths creates an unsafe route for children to
Gosford High School.
The future hospital changes include the closure of
Holden Street to through traffic and the creation of
a pedestrian zone. The main car park access will be
off Showground Road and Beane Street West between
Holden Street and Showground Road will also be closed.

The hospital is an important anchor and key attractor
of people. The following projects can be clustered
together around the hospital to improve the public
domain and access to this asset. Working with
key stakeholders, the following public domain and
accessibility options around the hospital could be
considered in more detail.

Pedestrian movements across the hospital site to the
schools will not be encouraged due to the conflict with
emergency vehicles and hospital security.

Improvements to Showground Road between the
station and Etna Street will create a pedestrian and
cycle friendly environment. Improvements to be
considered include widened footpaths, street tree
planting, possibly moving power lines underground,
improved pedestrian crossings, lighting, cycle paths,
new signage from the station to the hospital.

Opportunities:

Car parking and a blank facade facing Showground
Road offers little activation, passive surveillance
or engagement with the street. The public domain
needs more consideration for a pedestrian friendly,
planted street, ideally with active uses that could
suit the hospital and educational facilities like food
and beverage or fitness services. Altering some key
street facing car parking spaces to these uses could
help activate the street and would benefit from good
footfall.
Pedestrian safety on Showground Road must also be a
priority consideration. There is a potential conflict with
pedestrians (including school children) and the car
park entrance and emergency vehicles in the area.

fitzpatrick+partners

The station western exit could consider a small retail
development on Showground Road to include local
commercial services like a corner shop, small grocery
store or food and beverage options.

SIGNAGE ZONE BY OTHERS

Showground Road entry

Consider active frontages to the hospital car park.
Possible uses could include anything with activity or
allowing public use including a commercial space, small
retail or food and beverage, or even car wash facilities.

Image: Gosford Hospital Redevelopment SSD
6913: Fitzpatrick and Partners

Racecourse Road and Showground Road intersection
at Etna Street is a challenging place requiring further
consideration of traffic, ambulance access, public
transport, parking and active transport connections.
Consider options to reduce through traffic on Showground Road and Racecourse Road. Consider including
speed restrictions, road design and traffic calming.
Consider the pedestrian, cycle and public transport
links to potential parking provided at the Showground.
Consider the impact of Holden Street closing to
through traffic in the future (as is planned).

Image: Salty Dingo

Section 96 Submission

Gosford Hospital Redevelopment
This drawing is issued upon the condition it is not copied, reproduced,
retained or disclosed to any unauthorised person either wholly or in
part without prior consent in writing of fitzpatrick+partners.
Do not scale drawings. Check dimensions before commencing work.
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2.10 Station challenges
The station carries over 4000
commuters a day from the region to
Sydney. Over 22 million trips a year
are completed or commenced in this
station, making it the busiest station
on the Central Coast.
Some station changes are planned to accommodate
the new intercity fleet of trains due to arrive on the line
in 2019 including platform extensions. The new trains
will offer commuters improved amenities including
wifi, power supply and tables. New cafe facilities
for customers will also be opening soon along with
enhanced wayfinding.
Most of the changes to the station are relatively minor
upgrades rather than a complete reconsideration
of this powerful asset for a regional capital. Some
fundamental accessibility and place making issues
need further consideration. As the front door for many
tourists and locals arriving on the Central Coast by
train, the station presentation is crucial.

Observations:

Station is heavily congested at peak times.
Poor way-finding and legibility.
Limited amenities, retail offering or opportunities for
food and beverage.
Congested bus and taxi interchange with poor
pedestrian amenity.
Poor lighting and safety issues identified at night.
Lack of activation and services at night.
Limited platform access at ground level.
The station does not help to activate Mann Street or
the city centre.
Concourse is currently fulfilling both the role of
accessing platforms and providing a pedestrian
crossing of the rail line.
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2.11 Station
improvement options
The station needs a variety of short
term and long term projects to
enhance its position in the regional
capital. There is an opportunity
to maximise existing and future
investment at Gosford station and
surrounding sites to contribute
further to the revitalisation of
Gosford as a regional capital. As
the city grows and attracts more
people to live, work and visit, and
with the introduction of the new
Intercity Fleet, the station will need
to accommodate more people and
services. It is suggested that further
detailed master planning is carried
out by Sydney Trains with key
stakeholders including GANSW, DPE,
TfNSW Property and the CCC.
A master plan for this region should
consider the following projects around
the station and their interrelationships.
It should also be informed by the
proposed access and movement
strategy and integrated parking study
which could test scenarios proposed in
the master plan.

1.
Install Opal gates to Platform 1

directly from the Mann Street Entry
An Opal gate would ensure patrons of the station
arriving from Mann Street in the east do not need to
unnecessarily climb stairs to the concourse level, then
descend back down to the platform at all times of the
day. Through access directly onto the platform already
exists, however it is only open at peak periods.

including retail, and food and
beverage offerings, amenities,
review of existing cycle storage and
facilities including their use and
location, improved lift access and
upgrades to platforms.

2.
Burns Park upgrade

6.
The new Intercity Fleet of trains drive

Improve sight lines to Mann Street and passive
surveillance.
Increase accessibility.
Improve appearance and safety.

3.
Improved sense of place and arrival
to the western station entry

Consider the drop and pick up facilities in light of
increased traffic on Showground Road.
Create safe access to residential areas, the hospital,
schools and parking stations at all hours.

4.
Improve building quality, appearance
and accessibility across the
concourse allowing the station to
be a significant connector for the
community
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5.
Consider improved overall amenity

platform extensions to the south.

This provides the opportunity to explore a southern
station platform exit aligned with Erina Street East
which links directly to Mann Street and the parking
station. This southern exit could help activate Mann
Street and deliver pedestrians close to the heart of
Kibble Park.
As a second stage this could also include an
additional pedestrian crossing of the railway line
and a connection into the commuter car parking and
Showground Road.

7.
Consider an activated laneway
for Baker Lane with improved
pedestrian amenity

Safety, passive surveillance and active frontages to the
buildings should be considered. As activating Mann
Street is a priority, Baker Lane should have good links
back to the main street. Commercial premises or food
and beverage could be double fronted.

8.
Possible future redesign of the

Gateway Centre should consider
solar access to Burns Park and
glimpses to Rumbalara Reserve from
the station exit.
Design for this site would need to be subject to design
excellence processes as it is a strategically important
site and gateway to the city centre.
In the short term consider removing the bridge over
Mann Street to encourage street level footfall.

9.
Consider connections from the
station to a new public domain
in the north.

The new public domain may include a mixed use, fine
grain of buildings for startup companies, food and
beverage, and private development.

10.
Consider development potential

within the proximity of the station
and bus interchange.
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